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ABOUT
Clay bricks are made from fired clay and are an ancient building
material, very popular since roman times. Brick-making
improvements have continued into the twentieth century.
Improvements include rendering brick shape absolutely uniform,
lessening weight, and speeding up the firing process. For
example, modern bricks are seldom solid. Some are pressed
into shape, which leaves a frog, or depression, on their top
surface. Others are extruded with holes that will later expedite
the firing process by exposing a larger amount of surface area to
heat. Both techniques lessen weight without reducing strength.
Anyhow bricks are a quality building material that retains heat,
with-stands corrosion, and resists fire.
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NILO RUSTIC



W H I T E
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BLANCO SMOOTH

NILO SMOOTH

NILO RUSTIC



C R E A M
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TENERE RUSTIC

TENERE SMOOTH
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SPECIFICATIONS

Texture

Dimensions
       
Weight 
                             
Density

Smooth and Rustic

240 x 115 x 50 mm

1.60 kg

2.200 kg/m3

CASTELLANA

Texture

Dimensions
       
Weight 
                             
Density

Smooth and Rustic

280 x 135 x 50 mm

2.10 kg

2.200 kg/m3

LARGE

Texture

Dimensions
       
Weight 
                             
Density

Smooth and Rustic

230 x 110 x 35 mm

1.98 kg

2.200 kg/m3

STANDARD

Texture

Dimensions
       
Weight 
                             
Density

Smooth and Rustic

280 x 90 x 50 mm

1.75 kg

2.200 kg/m3

SLIM



RUCKERS HILL HOUSE
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NILO RUSTIC



Ruckers Hill House by Studio Bright

There is no better example of a masterpiece of
architectural design than The Ruckers Hill house
by Studio Bright. The modern extension of the
Edwardian heritage house was built with the use of
our Nilo Rustic Bricks, which is apart of our
Modern Brick Range. These clay bricks are a
quality building material that retains heat, with-
stands corrosion, and resists fire. Studio Bright
delivered a beautifully detailed and appropriate
redesign to the Edwardian style, with a playful
sense of curiosity. We were thrilled to have
contributed to such an exceptional work of
architecture!
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https://www.instagram.com/studio__bright/


R E D
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ROJO RUSTIC

SALMON RUSTIC

ROJO SMOOTH

SALMON SMOOTH
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SALMON RUSTIC



GARROTXA SMOOTH

B R O W N
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GARROTXA RUSTIC

MARRON SMOOTH

MARRON RUSTIC
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GARROTXA SMOOTH



GRE Y
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PIRINEO

VOLGA
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B L A C K

TEIDE

LOHAS Australia’s Modern Bricks are a very exciting range of
Architectural Bricks. Known for the high-performance perforated
bricks, a variety of finishes, multiple colours, and formats. 

Bricks are an ancient building material and have been very
popular since the Roman times. Brick-making improvements
have continued into the twentieth century meaning the quality of
the bricks are improved. Our bricks are made from fired natural
clay. Our range have two differentiated manufacturing
processes: exclusively thermal and thermo-waterproofing
process. 

Sustainability is a core value at LOHAS Australia, with the use of
biogas as fuel, thus avoiding the emission of CO2 into the
atmosphere. Extruded bricks with holes that will later expedite
the firing process by exposing a larger amount of surface area to
heat. Both techniques lessen weight without reducing strength.
This reduces energy costs and transportation weights. 



CONTACT US

P  02 9566 2114
E  info@lohasau.com

W  lohasau.com
IG  @lohas_australia

LOHAS Australia is a proud
distributor of the Piera product
range.


